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On 4 March the quiet grassed area below Sandford
Street steps was transformed into Centennial Park
Bush Society s noisy inaugural family bush camp.
Twenty families, including around 40 very excited
schoolchildren, set
up midafternoon
with tents,
supervised
campfire,
sausage
si les,
home-baking, salads and fruit, plus marshmallows
for toasting later on.
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The fun started with hilarious team games and
progressed to native tree identification and
stream-life monitoring activities and a stuffed rat
and possum control demonstration. After a
campfire sing-along and a wildly popular torch-lit
bug hunt, the happy campers turned in a first
tenting experience for many. As one delighted
mum commented “Heaps of fun and not an iPad in
sight. “
We hope this collaboration between Bush Society
volunteers and Auckland Council parks staff will be
a blueprint for other groups. Thanks to Julia Parfitt,
Hibiscus and Bays Local Board and Seaweek 201
for supporting this event and to Birkenhead Station
Officer John Barlow for fire supervision.
ick ownin
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Pest Free Campbells Bay
Bush Society volunteers operate an effective
predator control system in the main reserve which
is keeping rats and possums at bay. We have
started to install and operate bait stations in
private properties in the “halo” around Centennial
Park. If we knock on your door please say YES to
hosting a bait station or trap.
We have eight bait lines, each of which needs
managing by one or two volunteers who will install
and keep bait stations baited for 2-3 weeks every
three months. Eventually we will have 15 bait lines
through the bay in addition to those in the park.
Please put your hand up if you want to take on a
line. We also have possum traps for lending, with
full training on use. If you would like to have one
please let us know. Reducing rate and possum
levels in the bay helps wildlife flourish. We would
love your support for this. If you would like to take
on a bait line in Campbells Bay please get in touch.
Richard Hursthouse

Benchmarks
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Sweeping views are a feature of Centennial Park
Reserve. Sited to take advantage of these are some
special seats for rest -- and for reflection,
prompted by the people the seats commemorate.
On the edge of the golf course, at the 14th tee, a
seat commanding a panoramic view over the bush-
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filled central valley to the sea beyond remembers
the Baylis family who, the plaque tells us, settled in
Campbells Bay in 1921 and helped establish the
park.
They were park advocates whose dedication,
nearly a century ago, is being continued today.
Below the Avenue of Remembrance, two seats side
by side, also looking out over the Hauraki Gulf,
commemorate Pat and John Morton's legendary
30-year guardianship of the park. Tucked against a
sheltering island of native greenery on the grassed
slopes below
the Aberdeen
track, near Rae
Road, is a
sturdy
Peter, Ewen and Bob on Peter Bioletti's seat.
macrocarpa
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bench looking
across the main valley. It is a fitting memorial to
Peter Bioletti who worked tirelessly for years on
weed control in the bush.
Further along the Aberdeen track, in a quiet shady
spot, there is a similar striking seat, in memory of
studio potter
Mary
HardwickSmith. A longtime resident
of Aberdeen
Road, Mary
raised seedling
John, Elsie and Karen on Mary Hardwick Smith's
trees for
seat. Photo: Richard Hursthouse
Centennial
Park. Another seat, recently installed in the name
of Marie Goodyear-Smith, affords respite to
walkers ascending the concrete path at the end of
Park Rise, and a close-up view of golfers teeing off
across the fairway. Other track-side seats combine
rest with a little learning. Cut into their timber tops
are outlines of creatures found in the park. Look
out for the weta seat as you explore and see if you
can recognise a gecko seat, a tui seat, and one with
a banded kokopu carved into it. - Peter Aimer
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Forrest Hill resident o Sing oined the Bush
Society s Wednesday
morning workers
following a chance chat
with a few group embers
one morning last year.
A retired chemical
engineer, o Sing has
worked in Singapore and
Wellington and moved
to Auckland with wife
Mew Hoong in 2001.
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He en oys working outdoors, the friendships he has
made and is not averse to the occasional robust
debate. He hopes his community contribution will
help ensure future generations get as much
pleasure from Centennial Park s beautiful green
spaces as he does. “I want to set a precedent too,
to encourage other Asian migrants to oin in. I have
a heart problem but I manage the work well and I
en oy it very much.” Wednesday s morning teas
have become even more appetising since o Sing s
arrival Mew Hoong sometimes makes traditional
iao i pork dumplings for her husband to bring
along. - Jenny hamberlain
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Signs explaining the 2014 Centennial Park dog rules
will soon be installed. In particular the rules require
“ ogs on leash in bush tracks” to protect the
stream and stream edge. eeping your dog out of
the stream will help protect fragile freshwater
wildlife. ogs are welcome off leash and under
control in the grassy areas of the park.
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We have a vacancy for someone to manage our social
media and web platforms. If you have the skills and are
keen to support us please let us know.
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Park Rise Walking School Bus is one of many
children s groups which regularly use Centennial
Park. These youngsters are dressed up for Wacky
Wednesday -- Auckland Transport s annual
Travelwise promotion. Eight Park Rise Bus
“passengers” are accompanied by two or more
supervising parents and follow a dedicated track.
They socialise, cope with uneven, sometimes
muddy terrain learn to identify trees and birds,
improve their fitness and help remove more than
150 car movements a week from Aberdeen Road.

Please

elp l m nate Pest Plants

Along with this newsletter you will receive a free copy
of the new orest Bird eed ontrol uide. Pest
plants are a real issue for us in Centennial Park. Much of
what we do is pest plant control. You can really help us
by getting rid of them from your property and stopping
them spreading into the reserve.
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Our AGM this year will be on 21 June 2017, at
7.30pm in the Campbells Bay School staff
room. After some short business items our
speaker this year is Matt Maitland, Auckland
Council’s Senior Ranger for Open Sanctuaries.
Matt is a fabulous speaker and he will update
us on the Tawharanui and Shakespear Open
Sanctuaries.
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ibiscus Bays ocal Board for funding weed control
in Park Rise Bush and the 5th fairway block.
e onport Takapuna ocal Board for funding weed
control in Greville Reserve.
Auckland Council arks epartment for supplying
plants, track metal, rat bait, herbicide gel and
equipment for volunteers.
Bushsoc gmail.com

